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Henry Ford once said, “Coming together is a beginning; keeping 
together is progress; working together is success.” As we think 
back on the past 18 months of the pandemic and all we have 
learned as a school system, one of the most pronounced 
reflections is that we cannot increase student achievement 
alone. Working together with families and the community, Marion 
County Schools can pursue excellence. As a tool for connection 

among families and the classroom, this manual is designed to 
help us work together to enhance academic vocabulary in students. 

It is a booklet that is aligned with the College and Career Readiness Standards for 
English Language Arts, Mathematics, and Social Studies as well as the Next 
Generation Science Standards.  

Just as our teachers are working to provide background knowledge about academic 
content of a course, our families can help us to make connections beyond the 
classroom, in the real-world and at home with the content vocabulary. The first step is 
making families aware of the connections they can help to foster. Based upon research 
and theory from Building Background Knowledge for Academic Achievement (Marzano, 
2004), Marion County’s teachers systematically expose students to specific academic 
terms and phrases across the grade levels. This process forms a strong, common 
foundation for all students. Together, teachers and families can use this manual to 
identify the essential academic terms and phrases in ELA, Mathematics, Science and 
Social Studies.  

The terms and phrases listed in this document are not to be considered as an all-
encompassing list of “mandated” terms and phrases. Rather it serves as a foundation 
for teachers and families. The lists were generated by groups of Marion County Schools 
experts in the subject and grade level who believe these are essential to student 
understanding in ELA, Math, Science and Social Studies. To demonstrate the potential 
power of this list for teachers and families, consider the subject of mathematics where 
there are 288 terms and phrases listed for grades K-8. If every teacher and family in 
Marion County Schools were to teach and draw associations with these terms and 
phrases, all students would enter ninth grade with common, in-depth experience in 
these 288 key math terms and phrases. Certainly, this would provide a strong base on 
which ninth grade math teachers could take up the torch and continue on. 

While there is no single best way to teach terms and phrases, Marion County Schools 
recommends Dr. Marzano’s six steps in teaching each of the academic background 
terms or concepts. At school, teachers can develop an academic vocabulary journal and 
use it at each step of interaction with vocabulary to deepen understanding and gain 
meaning. Families can look for and discuss this vocabulary journal with their child. They 
also can help expand this practice with vocabulary into the home by making 
associations such as the Venn Diagrams and Graphic Organizers listed in Step 4, Word 
Wall Activities on Post It notes or index cards in the home from Step 5, or World 
Play/Word Games such as Taboo or a version of “$100,000 Pyramid” from Step 6:     2 



 

Step 1: Introduce Vocabulary 
Step 2: Restate Meanings 
Step 3: Visuals in Vocabulary Building 
Step 4: Activities for Deeper Understanding 
Step 5: Vocabulary Discussions 
Step 6: Word Play/Word Games 

Throughout this resource book, you will see that vocabulary is an essential skill at each 
level. It is one skill that, together, we can all work to build upon and help our students to 
increase achievement. You will see this tool utilized in our classrooms across the school 
system and departments, including Curriculum & Instruction, Title I, and Special 
Education. Together, we can work to increase success in Marion County Schools for all. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Donna Hage, NBCT 
Superintendent 
 
 
 
 

According to Steven Stahl (2005), “Vocabulary knowledge is 
knowledge; the knowledge of a word not only implies a 
definition, but also implies how that word fits into the world.” We 
continue to develop vocabulary throughout our lives. Words are 
powerful. Words open up possibilities, and of course, that’s what 
we want for all of our students. Children who have been 
encouraged by their parents to ask questions and to learn about 

things and ideas come to school with oral vocabularies many 
times larger than children from disadvantaged homes. Without 

intervention this gap grows ever larger as students proceed through school (Hart and 
Risley, 1995). The report of the National Reading Panel states that the complex process 
of comprehension is critical to the development of children’s reading skills and cannot 
be understood without a clear understanding of the role that vocabulary development 
and instruction play in understanding what is read (NRP, 2000). Marion County students 
of all ages are encouraged to expand their vocabularies in four areas:  listening, 
speaking, reading, and writing. Building a strong vocabulary in all subject areas allows 
students to better communicate their thoughts, verbally or in writing, to avoid confusion 
and achieve clarity. 

 L.D. Skarzinski, Administrator, C & I Department 
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   Vocabulary touches every school subject and understanding what 
words mean is essential for academic success.  We know that 
students will struggle in school if they do not have adequate 
listening, speaking, reading, and writing vocabularies.   Every 
subject and every grade has its own unique set of vocabulary 
words.  Many of our students may be struggling this school year 
because of the pandemic and working on vocabulary is vital to 
their “catching up” in their school subjects.  In our Title programs 
this year we will be working with both our teachers and our 
parents with learning strategies and activities to help students 
develop strong vocabularies. 

      

  Jean Hinzman, Title I 

	

Students with disabilities (SWD)often have significant 
challenges with reading comprehension. When the 
language in school shifts from conversational English 
language to the language of textbooks, students with 
disabilities may be at a disadvantage to grasp a deep 
understanding of content and/or to follow through with 
instructional directions. Teaching academic vocabulary 
aides in activating and building the necessary background 
knowledge SWD require in order to make connections to 

text. This helps level the playing field for students with 
reading challenges thus enabling the student to acquire a deeper understanding of 
various content areas. 

Gia Deasy, Special Education Administrator 
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Step 1: Introduce Vocabulary  
 
Provide students with a description, explanation, or example as opposed to a formal  
definition.  
 
1. Access Prior Knowledge: Think, Pair, Share, Double-pair, Class Share  

• 20 seconds: Individually, think “What does ___ mean?”  
• 30 seconds: With one partner, share what you think the term means.  
• 40 seconds: With another pair write (or draw) what you decide together that the  
  term means.  

 
Class discussion assimilates information from all groups of four.  
 
2. Build on Prior Knowledge: I Know/Forgot/Understand/Need More Help  

• Ask students to fold a sheet of paper in fourths.  
• Tell them to fill in part 1 individually for the new term that you name.  
• Tell them to fill in parts 2, 3, and 4 as other students share what they wrote in part 1.  
• After the class has shared, students will have an organized study sheet. They will    
  have to pay the most attention to section 4, and the least attention to section 1.  

 
3. Examples and Non-examples  
As students are learning new terms, provide them with both examples and non-examples 
and ask them to note similarities and differences to help with identifying the distinguishing 
feature. 
 
4. Connection: Math Word Meaning - Common Language Usage  
Make a T-Chart so that the word at the top of the chart is the “term” under discussion. On 
the left students write the meaning of the word as used in common language (in context 
outside of this discipline) and write a sentence with it that they might use in daily 
conversation. On the right side students write the meaning of the word as used in specific 
discipline with a sentence. Students follow up with a deeper comparison by finding a 
similarity and a difference for these usages. 
 
 

term/word/phrase: 
 

Definitions 
Common language 

usage 
Discipline specific 

 usage 
Sentences using the term/word/phrase 

Common language 
usage 

Discipline specific 
 usage 

Same? 
Different? 
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5. Verbal/Visual Context  
Use the word/term/phrase in a sentence related to something students have already 
studied.  
 
 
Step 2: Restate Meanings  
Have students generate their own descriptions, explanations, or examples.  
 
1. Rephrase Text  
Pay attention to terminology used in directions/instructions as well as in text explanations.  
 
Ask students to find alternative ways to express a term/phrase so that they will be better 
able to recognize their meanings when the directions/instructions are different than what 
is in their own textbook. As often as possible, students produce different ways to express 
a statement. Ask students to rewrite the sentence or the directions without using an 
identified term(s) and without changing the meaning of the sentence or problem.  
 
2. Concept Cards  
Make concept cards for mathematical terms on 3 x 5 index cards or in a vocabulary journal 
as follows. 
 
 
                                                                                                                                                     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
***On the back of the card, write at least two sentences that express a relationship or 
connection between this term and another term in the discipline, concept, situation, or a 
real-world application of the discipline. 
 
 
3. Words to Symbols/ Symbols to Words  
Write a statement using symbols, numerals, and variables instead of words. Write a 
statement using words instead of symbols, numerals, and variables. Write a question 
implied by the notation/symbols used in each statement without using any symbols.  
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formal definition              synonym or your own                  
            words  

 
                                          term being addressed  
 
labeled figure, graph, or diagram 
that helps you to understand the 
term  

 
             any specific notation  
             or special characteristics,  
             attributes, or associations  
 
 
 

 



4. Word Whacker – Word Wall Activity for Definition Restating  
Students select a word from the word wall (from a current word list or from the cumulative 
word list), write a definition on a 3 x 5 card in their own words, and pass the cards in to 
the teacher. Ask students to sign their names to the card. Two students stand at the word 
wall with a flyswatter or a rolled up newspaper. As the definitions are read by the teacher 
(the name of the contributor is not mentioned), the students try to be the one to ‘whack’ 
the correct word first. If there are issues with the definition as stated on the 3 x 5 card, 
corrections can be offered by the class members or the teacher so that the student can 
refine his understanding of the word. (Students cannot choose to define the same word 
as a card that they have already submitted for a previous word whacker session. Cards 
can be accumulated during the marking period and compose a vocabulary score.)  
 
 
Step 3: Visuals in Vocabulary Building  
Have students represent each term or phrase using a graphic representation, picture, or 
pictograph. 
 
1. Draw (or Trace) and Label Diagrams/Graphs  
Some students are not adept at drawing their own figures. Allow them to trace diagrams 
from the text and label them appropriately. Tissue paper works well for this and can be 
taped to notebook paper. The same idea can be used with graphs from a graphing 
calculator or a computer drawing tool.  
 
2. Symbols  
Be sure that students can identify the meaning of all symbols (math, science, map, 
proofreading, abbreviations, and icons) and can use the symbols appropriately in writing 
in the content. Students should be able to identify concepts noted by both symbols and 
figures.  
 
3. Physical Movement and Academic Vocabulary  
Physical movement activities can be used to help students to associate groups of words 
and to distinguish between the words in the group.  

• Ask students to engage in “word aerobics” by acting out the words in the 
lessons.  Tap into the students’ creativity by asking who has the best way to 
model this physically?  

• Play Simon Says: Simon says show_____.    
• Play a game where students use signals, arm positions, or motions to prompt 

other students to say all the terms/words/phrases in one group in any order but 
without talking, drawing, writing, or spelling with sign language.  

 
4. Illustrations for Vocabulary that Convey Meanings  
Ask students to use illustrations to connect the meaning of the term to the term. 
 
5. Cartoons or Comic Strips  
Students draw and write the dialogue for cartoon characters using the terms so that the 
words and their meanings are associated through a comic strip. 
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6. Matching – Concentration  
Teachers (or students) create matching cards that illustrate vocabulary. After cards are 
matched, students can play the memory game “Concentration” and keep the pairs which 
they correctly match when they turn over two cards on their turn.  
 
Step 4: Activities for Deeper Understanding  
Periodically review the terms and phrases and provide students with activities that add to 
their knowledge base.  
 
1. Word Recall  
Recall issues with the word and write in the journal or on the concept card any 
misconceptions or words with which the term can be confused.  
 
2. The Goal: Good Definitions  
    A good definition:  
    (1) places the term being defined into a set  
    (2) describes how the term is different from other elements in the set  
    (3) is reversible.  
 
Analysis: Students will ask themselves these questions:  
What is the set to which this object/term belongs?  
What is different about this object/term from the other elements in this set?  
Can I switch the subject and predicate nominative and still have a true sentence? 
 
3. Relationships between Terms – 3 x 3 Grids  
Write one term in each box of a 3 x 3 grid. Students will write a sentence for each set of 
three terms in a line (tic, tac, toe) that describes a relationship, states a fact, or gives 
characteristics. Do not allow students to write individual sentences about each terms and 
connect them with the word ‘and.’ There are a total of 8 sentences that can be written. 
Require all 8 (or only 5 or only 3 and then students can choose.) Differentiate by leaving 
the center box blank. Then students have four ways to write a sentence with only two 
terms. 
 
4. Relationship Building – Concept Circles  
Divide a circle into fourths using two diameters.                                
TITLE____________________________  
Place four related words in the circle.  
Ask students to decide the title for the set of words.  
Ask questions based on the circle:  
   1. Why is each of these words related to your title?  
   2. Is another title appropriate for the set of words? Explain.  
   3. Could other words have been placed in one of the four sections of the circle?  
   4. Replace one word with a different word and determine a new title for the concept     
       circle?  
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WORD  4 

 WORD  3 WORD  2 
22 

WORD  1 



Alternate version:  
 
TITLE Given Title                            
 
                                                                                                                                                                               

Divide a circle into fourths using two diameters. Tell 
students the title for the concept circle. Ask students to 
write 4 words in the circle that relate to this title. Have 
class members compare answers. Each student must 
justify their choice of words for their circle.  
 
How many different words did students relate to this 
word?  
Are there ways to group the class’ set of words into 
subsets?   
 
 

5. Related Words - Making Connections within the Content  
This strategy helps the student identify mastered concepts, on which new knowledge can 
be built. It assists them in forming associations and categorizing new knowledge. Ask 
student to write down all of the other terms or words they know that can be associated 
with a particular term/word/phrase. Students explain why they listed as they did. They 
should discuss other words someone else included.  
 
6. Pairs or Groups of Terms  
Synonyms (or Almost Synonyms): If there is more than one term that means the same 
as the target term, then use that synonym interchangeably with the new word. Some 
students may already have an understanding of the synonymous terminology. If there is 
not a synonym, there might still be a term that is similar enough to help students gain an 
initial understanding and will help students to make a connection to existing knowledge. 
Delineating any differences between the similar term and the new term adds to the 
students’ depth of understanding.  
 
Antonyms (or Almost Opposites): If there is a word(s) that students are already familiar 
with that groups with the new word in some way, point out the connection being explicit 
about the differences. Mentioning meanings of word parts (prefixes) helps with this 
process.     

 
7. Linear Array for Ordering Words  
This strategy enables students to not only group related words together but also to place 
them in an implied order by virtue of their meanings. The teacher gives the first and last 
words in the array and students fill in any intervening cells. 
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RELATED 
WORD 1 

INTERVENING 
CELL(S) 

INTERVENING
CELL(S) 

RELATED 
WORD 2 



This strategy lends itself to differentiation well. The teacher may indicate how many cells 
intervene or leave that to the student. The teacher may fill in some of the intervening cells 
when students are learning new terms and not fill in any after students have mastered 
concepts. Students can design their own arrays using many words which they group 
themselves. Students can use 3 x 5 cards with the terms already written down and place 
them in sequential order; they could have a word bank, or they could be given the 
intervening words and the students fill in words for the beginning and the ending.   
 
  
 
                                                                                                                                                                                     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
           
    
                                                                                                                                                    
 
 
 
 
Allow student to determine the number of intervening cells.    
                                                                                                                                                                    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Establish some of the intervening skills to scaffold. 
                                                                                                                                                                 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Adapted from  
Words, Words, Words by Janet Allen, Stenhouse Publishers, 1999.  
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Specify the 
number of 
intervening cells  

GIVEN        
TERM 

FIRST
WORD 

LAST 
WORD 

WORD
4 

WORD 
1 

WORD 
7 



8. Use Analogies to Solidify Understanding of Relationships  
Have students complete, extend, or write their own analogies using terms from the unit. 
Making a sentence that shows the relationship between the first two words/terms shown 
gives you some direction.  
• Complete or extend an analogy given two terms.  
• Give three terms of an analogy and ask students to fill in the remaining term.  
• Make more than one pair of words in an extension of an analogy.  
 
 
9. Compare/Contrast Terms  
     __________________ and ____________________ are similar because they both  
     __________________________________________________________________ 
 
     __________________ and ____________________ are different because  
     __________________________________________________________________ 
     
 
 
     Venn Diagram  
 
                                                                                                                                                                                                      
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
  Graphic Organizer 
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   Different  
characteristic A 

     

   Different  
characteristic B 

     

   Different  
characteristic C 

     

   Different  
characteristic A 

     

   Different  
characteristic B 

     

   Different  
characteristic C 

SIMILARITIES 
FIRST WORD AND 
HOW IT DIFFERS 
FROM SECOND WORD 

SECOND WORD AND    
HOW IT DIFFERS FROM 
FIRST WORD 

TERM
1 

TERM 
2 

Similarity 

Similarity 

Similarity 



Step 5: Vocabulary Discussions  
Periodically ask students to discuss the terms with one another.  
 
1. Think – Pair – Share  
Describe any ‘aha moments’ you have had concerning vocabulary. Discuss where you 
have seen the word in use. Explain how you recall the word and/or share your individual 
visualization.  
 
2. Word Wall Activities  
Build a word wall by writing terms on an index card and placing them on a wall in the 
classroom. Periodically have discussions/questions about words on the wall. 
     •  I am thinking of a word… (teacher gives clues until students select the proper  
        word)  
     •  What word means the opposite of ____?  
     •  What word means the same as ___?  
     •  What word(s) goes with ____?  
     •  What words describe types of ____?  
     •  What words describe this picture/diagram? (teacher displays a picture, graph,    
        diagram, etc.)  
     •  What words match with the symbol____? (teacher displays symbol)  
     •  What word is in a category with___ and what is the name of the category?  
     •  I will name two words in a category; you find another word on the word wall that  
        belongs to that category and explain the association.  
     •  My word is ____.  Pick another word (or two other words) off the word wall and  
        make a meaningful connection between the two words in a sentence.  
     •  Word whacker  

1. Pass out an index card to each student and tell them to select any word on the 
word wall and write a good definition for it and collect the definitions.  
2. Designate two students to stand in front of the word wall with a flyswatter (or a 
rolled up newspaper).  
3. Read out the index cards that the students wrote and ask the students to whack 
the word for the definition that you read.  
4. Talk about the construction of the definitions as they are read but do not identify 
the contributor if there are errors.  

 
3. What Doesn’t Belong and Why?  
From a list of three or four words/terms/phrases, pick out a word/term/phrase that does 
not fit with the group and tell the mathematics that explains why. Select words or terms 
that have more than one correct answer.  
 
4. Word Sort  
Begin with a set of words and ask students to arrange them into groups by whatever 
criteria they choose. They must tell why they grouped them that way, what they have in 
common, and why these terms are different from the words you have placed in a 
different group. Is there is a term in the group that could be a title for the group? If not, 
what is a good title for the group? Is there a term that doesn’t fit into any grouping? If so, 
ask students to create a group with the term that does not fit with any other term. 
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5. Two-Way Sort  
Terms that relate to the same topic may be confusing.   A two-way sort offers students 
the opportunity to distinguish between terms through application. Students can work in  
small groups to sort the examples of the terms as well as to group the examples that deal 
with the same situation. 
 
 
Step 6: Word Play/Word Games 
As has been demonstrated already, the sixth step emphasizes the importance of games 
that use the terms and phrases from the academic vocabulary. After each activity 
students should be asked to make corrections, additions, and changes to the entries in 
their notebooks. Students’ knowledge of the terms and phrases should deepen and 
become a sound foundation on which to understand the academic content presented in 
class.  
 
1. Taboo Words  
This strategy forces students to think of several ways to word descriptions or definitions 
of terms and plays off a popular social game. Try to get your partner to say a particular 
term/word/phrase without using some of the other (taboo) words associated with it or 
forms of those words.  
 
2. Step UP or Pyramid  
This review game is based on the format of the TV game show “$100,000 Pyramid.” 
Students are in pairs, one facing the screen, one with his/her back to the screen. On the 
PowerPoint slide show, enter the words in the boxes on the steps. Put a 5 second delay 
on the timing between words or adjust timing to suit your class level. You can also copy 
the stairs below on an overhead projector transparency, write the target words on the 
stairs and cover them with post-it flags and reveal them in succession. The student facing 
the screen gives clues (or names examples) for the category on the bottom step and 
continues to do give new clues until his/her partner has guessed the term. The clue giver 
repeats his responsibilities for each successive term up the stair case until one team yells, 
“Finished!” Teams earn the number of points for the last step they had completed before 
someone finished. Winners add 50 points to their score. Or if you want to be able to 
assess the groups, put the groups in teams of three. There will be one person who is not 
playing who can record the clues that were given. This person can also offer suggestions 
after play is over for another clue that might have helped the guesser.  
 
The teacher can construct the categories from the current unit, around a theme (starts 
with...), or can just select words from review. The whole game takes less than a minute 
and students have the opportunity to express word meanings in their own words. If the 
partner is not guessing the correct category, the pair should determine if the examples 
were deficient or if the guesser did not know the meaning of the category. The students 
also have the chance to help one another with any troublesome terminology.  
 
The same type game can be done with a pyramid starting with the lower left corner and 
completing the bottom row before going to the middle row left to right and then finally 
the top space. Again a third team member can record the clues and help analyze the 
play.  
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3. Talk, Talk, Talk, Talk, Talk...  
In this game students are in pairs (A & B), with student A facing the screen, and student 
B with his/her back to the screen. On the screen (PowerPoint, whiteboard, or overhead 
projector), a category is shown at the top of a page and the terms in the category will be 
shown in a list. The category will be shown first and student B can look at the screen to 
see the name of the category but must face away from the screen before the list is shown. 
Student A can describe any word on the screen and must continue talking until his/her 
partner has said every term on the screen in any order. No words on the list may be used 
while Student A is giving the clues. This game could be done on a whiteboard/chalkboard, 
with paper taped over the list or on an overhead transparency with the list covered until 
student B has seen the category and has turned away from the screen. 
 
 
SUMMARY: 
 
Eight Characteristics of Effective Direct Vocabulary Instruction 
1. Effective vocabulary instruction does not rely on definitions. 
2. Students must represent their knowledge of words in linguistic and nonlinguistic 
    ways. 
3. Effective vocabulary instruction involves the gradual shaping of word meanings 
    through multiple exposures. 
4. Teaching word parts enhances student’s understanding of terms. 
5. Different types of words require different types of instruction. 
6. Students should discuss the terms they are learning. 
7. Students should play with words. 
8. Instruction should focus on terms that have a high probability of enhancing 
    academic success. 
 
 
A Six-Step Process for Effective Vocabulary Instruction 
Step 1: The teacher provides a description, explanation, or example of the new 
             term. 
Step 2: Students restate the explanation of the new term in their own words. 
Step 3: Students create a nonlinguistic representation of the term. 
Step 4: Periodically, students do activities that help them add to their knowledge 
             of vocabulary terms. 
Step 5: Periodically, students are asked to discuss the terms with one another. 
Step 6: Periodically, students are involved in games that allow them to play with 
            the terms. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reference: Building Academic Vocabulary, Teacher’s Manual by Robert J Marzano & 
Debra J. Pickering 
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Final Comments  
 
The terms and phrases listed in this document are offered to the teachers and students 
of Marion County’s schools as a foundation from which to design and implement a 
comprehensive program to enhance the academic background knowledge.  The list is 
based on the curriculum frameworks in the respective subject areas. These are the 
concepts which will most likely be included in the WVGSA and SAT annual summative 
assessment required by the State of West Virginia.   Teachers are encouraged to use this 
resource in ways that best suit their needs and dispositions. 
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VOCABULARY INSTRUCTION TEMPLATE 
 
Below is a sample template for vocabulary instruction.  Areas are noted with descriptions 
for use with students. 
                                                                                        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Knowledge 
Level 

Description of “My Understanding” 

Level 4 I understand even more about the term than I was taught. 
Level 3 I understand the term and I’m not confused about any part of what it 

means. 
Level 2 I’m a little uncertain about what the term means, but I have a general idea. 
Level 1 I’m very uncertain about the term.  I really don’t understand what it means. 

16 

 

Subject:_______________________________________ 

Term/Phrase: __________________________________   My Understanding:  |1| 2| 3| 4  

Description:_____________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 

 

Drawing:                                                                   More Ideas:              

 

 

 

First, write the term, neatly and 
spelled correctly. 

Next, describe what the term means.  Don’t 
copy a definition from the dictionary.  Instead, 
try to describe the term as you would to a friend. 

The next space is where you draw what 
you understand about the term.  
Drawing pictures is a good way to show 
what you know, even if you aren’t very 
good a drawing.    In fact, simple 
pictures sometimes work better than 
words at conveying meaning. 

The blank space is here so you can add 
anything else that will help you understand 
the term.  You might, for example, draw 
another picture, use the word in a 
sentence, write an antonym or synonym, 
or list other words that come to mind when 
you think about this term. 
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Subject: __________________________________________ 

Term/Phrase: ______________________________________     My Understanding:  |1| 2| 3| 4  

Description:__________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Drawing:                                                                   More Ideas:              

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Subject: ___________________________________________ 

Term/Phrase: ______________________________________     My Understanding:  |1| 2| 3| 4  

Description:__________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Drawing:                                                                   More Ideas:              
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MARION COUNTY 
ACADEMIC 

VOCABULARY 
 

GRADE LEVEL 
LISTS 



MARION COUNTY SCHOOLS 
KINDERGARTEN ACADEMIC VOCABULARY LIST 

 
ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS MATHEMATICS SCIENCE  SOCIAL 

STUDIES 
alphabet between cloud airport 
author calendar color automobile 
beginning/middle/end of story circle computer behavior 
chapter clock day bridge 
drawing number float building 
ending consonant rectangle flower bank 
first name/last name set hand lens chores 
follow/give directions square leaf city 
illustrator triangle living community 
listening skill  night downtown 
lowercase  non-living family 
magazine  root farm 
main character  scientist highway 
main idea  seasons hill 
nursery rhyme  seed hospital 
photographer  senses hotel 
picture book  shape lake 
predictable book  sink land 
print  size mountain 
rhythm  sky Native American 
sight word  soil needs 
sign  sort neighborhood 
take turns  stem park 
title   photograph 
uppercase   railroad 
   road 
   rules 
   school 
   shelter 
   ship 
   shopping center 
   tool 
   town 
   transportation 
   wants 
   worker 
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MARION COUNTY SCHOOLS 
FIRST GRADE ACADEMIC VOCABULARY LIST 

 
ENGLISH LANGUAGE 
ARTS 

MATHEMATICS SCIENCE  SOCIAL STUDIES 

alphabetical order addition air America 
beginning consonant after animal body of water 
capitalize before balance celebration 
complete sentence difference egg consequences 
compound word greater than environment daily life 
date hour food direction 
describe join/joining growth flag 
fiction less than light forest 
group discussion minute machine globe 
letter-sound relationship number line magnet holiday 
long vowel ordinal number measuring cup honesty 
make believe pattern model law 
nonfiction related facts motion leader 
order of events separate observe map 
punctuation sides parent museum 
purpose skip counting plant ocean 
question subtraction pulling occupation 
rhyme sum pushing Pledge of Allegiance 
spelling pattern tally marks recycle rainfall 
syllables tomorrow reuse responsibility 
vocabulary yesterday ruler river 
vowel sound  science stream 
  science tools United States 
  shadow volunteers 
  shelter White House 
  sound wildlife 
  temperature world 
  thermometer  
  water  
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MARION COUNTY SCHOOLS 
SECOND GRADE ACADEMIC VOCABULARY LIST 

 
ENGLISH LANGUAGE 
ARTS 

MATHEMATICS SCIENCE  SOCIAL STUDIES 

vocabulary area attract Abraham Lincoln 
vowel sound array centimeter agreement 
author’s purpose congruent column authority 
caption decimal point data business 
cause and effect digits energy Christopher Columbus 
compare and contrast doubles fossil citizen 
comprehend edge freezing country 
contractions face gas crop 
directions foot gram dam 
draw conclusions gallon habitat desert 
example height heat earn 
fable inch life cycle event 
fact length liquid freedom 
fairy tale mental math liter fuel 
fluency multiplication mass future 
future near meter George Washington 
genre number sentence milliliter history 
grammar ounce moon hunter/gatherer 
labels perimeter precipitation independence  
noun pint repel individual 
number word plane shape row invention 
parts of a book pound solid  liberty 
past quart star location 
play terms rotate survive monument 
plural square unit table/chart nation 
poem standard form volume/capacity price 
present width weather sale 
recite  wind state 
respond to literature    
role-play    
selection    
sequence    
singular    
subject    
supporting details    
table of contents    
title page    
verb    
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MARION COUNTY SCHOOLS 
THIRD GRADE ACADEMIC VOCABULARY LIST 

 
ENGLISH LANGUAGE 
ARTS 

MATHEMATICS SCIENCE  SOCIAL 
STUDIES 

action verb addend adaptation artifact 
adjective angle carnivore border 
adverb cube core (Earth) capital 
comma cylinder crust (Earth) cardinal 

directions 
common noun elapsed time cycle continent 
context clues estimation ecosystem culture 
definition net erosion custom 
encyclopedia parallel lines extinction democracy 
fantasy pyramid food chain equator 
folk tale rectangular prism food web geography 
glossary right angle geology heritage 
illustration rounding graduated cylinder immigrant 
indentation segment herbivore land form 
inference sphere hibernate latitude 
introduction symmetry invertebrate legend (map) 
keyboarding  investigation/experiment longitude 
opinion  mantle (Earth) majority rule 
organization  matter natural resources 
paragraph  metamorphosis pioneer 
poetry  microscope public property 
prediction  migration raw material 
prewrite  mineral region 
proper noun  omnivore republic 
sentence structure  orbit rights 
singular noun  organism rural 
tense  photosynthesis suburb 
topic sentence  pollution tax 
transitional words  population time line 
written direction  predator   traditions 
  prey  
  revolution  
  rock composition  
  rock cycle  
  rotation  
  system  
  vertebrate  
  weathering  
  work  
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MARION COUNTY SCHOOLS 
FOURTH GRADE ACADEMIC VOCABULARY LIST 

 
ENGLISH LANGUAGE 
ARTS 

MATHEMATICS SCIENCE  SOCIAL STUDIES 

analogies acute angle astronomy atlas 
antonym commutative property buoyancy cabinet 
apostrophe decimal characteristics  canals 
autobiography dividend classification  census 
biography division climate colonists 
brainstorm divisor condensation compromise 
checklist factors conductivity consumers 
conclusion identity property conductor demand 
detail mixed numbers decomposer economy 
edit obtuse angle density electoral college 
essay parallelogram earthquake entrepreneur 
explanation perpendicular lines electrical charge export 
guide words product electrical circuit federal 
homonyms quotient electrical current import 
idioms remainder evaporation indentured servants 
linking verb scalene external cue inflation 
metaphor transformation frequency irrigation 
mystery translation ground water isthmus 
passage vertex heat conduction judicial branch 
prefix  heat transfer legislative branch 
preposition  Kinetic energy merchants 
pronoun  niche minorities 
proofread  nutrients monopoly 
puns  patterns physical features 
quotation  pitch political cartoon 
quotation marks  potential energy politics 
simile  static electricity population density 
subject-verb agreement  variables prime meridian 
suffix  vibration producers 
synonym   reform 
web site   scale 
   slavery 
   society 
   supply 
   symbols 
   time zones 
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MARION COUNTY SCHOOLS 
FIFTH GRADE ACADEMIC VOCABULARY LIST 

 
ENGLISH LANGUAGE 
ARTS 

MATHEMATICS SCIENCE  SOCIAL STUDIES 

character development associative property abiotic factors abolitionists 
characterization circumference applied force agriculture 
climax divisibility atom amendment 
closing sentence equation bedrock annex 
conflict/resolution equilateral triangle biotic factors assembly line 
declarative sentence equivalent fractions cell Bill of Rights 
direct quote improper fraction cell structure boycott 
double negative isosceles triangle electron civil rights 
exclamatory sentence mean friction constitution 
first person median hypothesis debtor 
graphic organizer mode inertia Declaration of Independence 
graphics multiple meteorology dictator 
historical fiction prime number moon’s phases discrimination 
imperative sentence range non-renewable resources documents 
internet rhombus nucleus Emancipation Proclamation 
interrogative sentence simplest form oceanography ethnic group 
journal surface area periodic table hemisphere 
multi-meaning word variable plate tectonics holocaust 
plot  proton Industrial Revolution 
possessive pronoun  renewable resources industrialization 
prepositional phrase  reproduction intermediate directions 
story elements  respiration labor unions 
story structure  transpiration primary source 
summarize  velocity reconstruction 
tall tale   reserved powers 
thesaurus   revolution 
WH questions   separation of power 
word choice   surplus 
   trial by jury 
   tributary 
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MARION COUNTY SCHOOLS 
SIXTH GRADE ACADEMIC VOCABULARY LIST 

 
ENGLISH LANGUAGE 
ARTS 

MATHEMATICS SCIENCE  SOCIAL STUDIES 

bibliography common denominator asexual reproduction alliance 
chronological order distributive property atmosphere Allied Powers 
coherent writing greatest common factor atomic mass allocation 
colon least common multiple atomic number apartheid 
complex sentence negative number boiling point arms race 
content-area vocabulary order of operations electromagnetic spectrum atomic bomb 
digital source positive number element capitalism 
imagery  prime factorization epicenter cartels 
inquiry probability freezing point Christianity 
interpret scale fungus civil disobedience 
irregular plural noun square numbers glacier Cold War 
key word straight edge heredity common good 
listening comprehension substitution lithosphere communism 
literature term meiosis demographics 
mood unit rate melting point fascism 
multi-media variability mitosis foreign policy 
myth  Pangaea global marketing 
notes  pH scale Great Depression 
novel  reflection international 
paraphrasing  refraction international conflict 
personification  sexual reproduction lobbying 
plagiarism  tide militarism 
prior knowledge  viscosity monotheistic religion 
reading strategy   nuclear power 
reading vocabulary   petitions 
reflection   philosophies 
sensory language   political parties 
skim and scan   reciprocity 
theme   reformation 
   scarcity 
   socialism 
   urban areas 
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MARION COUNTY SCHOOLS 
SEVENTH GRADE ACADEMIC VOCABULARY LIST 

 
ENGLISH LANGUAGE 
ARTS 

MATHEMATICS SCIENCE  SOCIAL STUDIES 

active listener absolute value abiotic acid rain 
antagonist adjacent acid agricultural technology 
background knowledge angle bisector angiosperms axis 
business letter coefficient bacteria caste system 
compound sentence complimentary angle base civilization 
conjunction composite number biotic climate region 
connotation equal ratios binomial nomenclature developed/developing countries 
coordinating conjunction evaluate biosphere economic competition 
demonstrative pronoun exponential notation characteristics of life economic sanctions 
denotation frequency community economic system 
dialogue inequalities conclusion French Revolution 
document integer dependent variable general purpose maps 
enunciation interval dicot global warming 
etymology like terms evolution grid system 
figurative language line symmetry gymnosperms human geography 
figure of speech mathematical expression heterozygous involuntary migration 
footnote opposite homozygous landlocked 
foreshadowing percent igneous rock limited government 
format polygon independent variable literacy rate 
Greek affix proportion integumentary system map projections 
Greek root rate light wavelength mobility 
logical argument rational  limiting factors multiculturalism 
modifier rational number metamorphic rock NATO 
object pronoun scale drawing monocot natural resource 
persuasion scientific notation mutualism ocean currents 
poetic element slope neutralization physical geography 
protagonist square root non-vascular plant population distribution 
publication date supplementary angle opaque Prime Meridian  
reference source theoretical probability parallel circuit quota 
relative pronoun vertical parasite recession 
research paper  predation service industries 
resource materials  protozoa social scientists 
subject pronoun  salt special purpose maps 
transition   scientific method standard of living 
verb phrase  sediment tariff 
word origin  sedimentary rock topography 
  series circuit treaty 
  solute triangular trade route 
  solutions United Nations 
  solvent unlimited government 
  species voluntary migration 
  taxonomy  
  tissue  
  topographic map  
  translucent  
  transparent  
  universal solvent  

                                                                                 vascular plant                                                                                           
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MARION COUNTY SCHOOLS 
EIGHTH GRADE ACADEMIC VOCABULARY LIST 

 
ENGLISH LANGUAGE 
ARTS 

MATHEMATICS SCIENCE  SOCIAL STUDIES 

adjective clause algebraic expression carbon cycle absolute location 
adjective phrase alternate exterior angles catalyst AFL-CIO 
adverb clause alternate interior angles chemical change Articles of Confederation 
adverb phrase benchmarking chemical element binding agreement 
allusion combining like terms chemical reaction checks and balances 
argument coordinate plane conservation of energy citizenship 
biographical sketch counter example dichotomous key Civil War 
catalog cube root Doppler effect domestic policy 
clarification cubic unit fossil record due process 
composition structure dilation galaxy elastic clause 
compound verb function genotype enumerated powers 
convention hypotenuse gravitational force ethnic diversity 
criticism image heat energy executive power 
cross-reference intercept inhibitor expressed powers 
dialect linear arithmetic sequence Law of Superposition federal income tax 
electronic media linear geometric sequence mechanical energy general election 
explicit ordered pairs molecule Great Compromise 
exposition perpendicular bisector nitrogen cycle habeas corpus 
extraneous information quartile phenotype immigration 
feedback random sample properties of elements impeachment 
flashback rate of change Punnett Square income tax 
fully developed character reflection transformation water cycle indentured servitude 
generalization root word equation interest group 
interjection rotation symmetry  interstate commerce 
interpretation similarity vs. congruence  labor movement 
irony simplification  local election 
parallel structure slide transformation  NAACP 
personal narrative tessellation  political action committee 
perspective transversal  popular sovereignty 
proverb tree diagram  preamble 
recurring theme volume formula  primary election 
resolution   property tax 
satire   revenue 
subordinate character   seasonal tourism 
suspense   sovereignty 
target audience   state election 
viewpoint   suffrage movement 
   treason 
   United Mine Workers 
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MARION COUNTY SCHOOLS 
NINTH GRADE ACADEMIC VOCABULARY LIST 

 
ENGLISH LANGUAGE 
ARTS 

MATHEMATICS SCIENCE  SOCIAL STUDIES 

alliteration approximate acceleration absolute state 
artifact Cartesian coordinates atomic nucleus Alexander 
assonance conditional probability characteristics and types of waves Alexander of Macedon 
clincher sentence constant chemical bond alphabetical writing 
coherence dependent events chemical properties Aristotle 
compound-complex sentence dependent variable decibel Athens 
consonance discriminant electromagnetic field Austro-Hungarian Empire 
controlling idea domain of function endothermic reaction Babylon 
copyright law exact exothermic reaction Black Death 
couplet exponent F=ma Byzantine Church 
credibility exponential function fossil fuel city-state 
diction factorial Kelvin (temperature) Code of Hammurabi 
emotional appeal function notation Law of Conservation of Energy Constantinople 
epic independent events magnetic field constitutional monarchy 
external/internal conflict independent variable mass number Enlightenment 
fictional narrative interest net force Greek philosopher 
first person point of view irrational number neutron Greek tragedy 
Homeric Greek literature line of best fit nuclear fission guild 
hyperbole linear equation nuclear fusion Iliad 
limited point of view literal equations Ohm’s Law imperialism 
literary device monomial sound wave Magna Carta 
Modern Language Association natural number  nationalism 
narrator negative exponent  New World 
omniscient point of view non-repeating  Odyssey 
onomatopoeia polynomial  Plato 
primary source quadratic form  Plato’s Republic 
redraft range of function  river civilizations 
secondary source ratio  supply and demand 
semicolon real numbers  tyranny 
standard English reciprocal  Vikings 
symbolism relations   
thesis statement sample space   
tone scatter plot   
 standard form of 

equation 
  

 systems of equations   
 table of values   
 undefined   
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MARION COUNTY SCHOOLS 
TENTH GRADE ACADEMIC VOCABULARY LIST 

 
ENGLISH LANGUAGE 
ARTS 

MATHEMATICS SCIENCE  SOCIAL STUDIES 

anecdote altitude of a triangle biogeochemical cycles Alien and Sedition Acts 
appeal to authority angle of depression cell nucleus amnesty 
appeal to emotion arc cell organelle Boston Tea Party 
appeal to logic central angle cell wall Constitution of 1787 
articulation chord chromosome executive branch 
autobiographical narrative circumscribed cytoplasm federal judiciary 
ballad congruence diffusion Federalism 
bandwagon cosine diploid Gettysburg Address 
bias deductive reasoning DNA Isolationism 
biographical narrative distance formula DNA replication John Locke 
contrasting expressions exterior dominant trait libel 
dramatic dialogue Fibonacci sequence haploid Manifest Destiny 
exaggerated claim inductive reasoning inorganic McCulloch vs. Maryland (1819) 
expressive writing inscribed mitochondrion Mercantilism 
incongruity interior natural selection Middle Passage 
inflection line segment organic Minute Man 
Latin affix median of a triangle osmosis Monroe Doctrine 
Latin root midpoint pH naturalization 
lyric poem Non-Euclidean Geometry prokaryotic New Jersey Plan 
noun clause pi protein Northwest Territory 
noun phrase point of tangency recessive trait nullification 
overstatement postulate zygote propaganda 
parallelism protractor  Sea Dogs 
persona Pythagorean Theorem  segregation 
poise quadrilateral  Social Darwinism 
rhetorical device radius  Three-fifths Compromise 
rhetorical question rotation in plane  Virginia Plan 
sarcasm sine   
soliloquy similar figures   
understatement special right triangles   
universal theme tangent   
 theorem   
 theorem direct proof   
 trigonometric ratio   
 undefined terms   
 volume   
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MARION COUNTY SCHOOLS 
ELEVENTH GRADE ACADEMIC VOCABULARY LIST 

 
ENGLISH LANGUAGE 
ARTS 

MATHEMATICS SCIENCE  SOCIAL STUDIES 

allegory asymptote of function average atomic mass altruism 
ambiguity complex number chromatography amendments 
annotated bibliography compound interest conversion factor business cycle 
archetype conic sections density formula Civil Rights Act of 1964 
belief system conjugate electromagnetic radiation constitutional 
censorship continuity electron configuration D-Day 
cohesion e electronegativity Desert Storm 
counter argument function composition ion First New Deal 
debate imaginary number ionic bond GI Bill on higher education 
delivery intercepts isotope Great Migration 
divided quotation interval notation molarity Korean Conflict 
ethics inverse function molar volume lend-lease 
excerpt logarithm mole mass consumption 
extended quotation matrix non-polar mass production 
faulty mode of persuasion minimum /maximum of function polar national debt 
literary criticism natural log pressure Nazism 
marketing parabola quantum of energy neutrality 
Medieval literature parent function  Open Door Policy 
negotiate periodic function  Plessy vs. Ferguson (1896) 
nuance phase shift  prohibition 
ode permutation  public policy 
parable piece-wise functions  Roe vs. Wade 
parody rational function  Second New Deal 
pastoral roots and real numbers  special interest groups 
resume scalar  totalitarian 
Romantic Period literature transformations of functions  urbanization 
scaffolding vector  War on Poverty 
stream of consciousness zeros  weapons of mass destruction 
structural analysis   World Labor Movement 
syntax    
thesis    
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